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“I don’t think I’ll be able to do all that out there anymore,” my older sister said.  

Linda’s mood had changed from my weekend visit a month ago. I wasn’t hearing her 

sunshiny “We’ll see, one day at a time,” delivered with a grin and a chuckle. I also wasn’t 

hearing what she’d said during that last visit: “If I could, I’d just live out there.” She’d spoken 

that wish as she’d pointed to her gardens on the other side of her sunroom windows.  

Now, she seemed to be talking about a change in her ability to be outside in her gardens, to 

work in her flowerbeds, to dig and plant, to give tender loving care to her flowers. If I was 

understanding her, this change was radical. 

“Do you mean you don’t think you can do it physically? I know gardening’s hard work. It is 

for me, too, and I’m not dealing with the physical troubles you are. What if we three sisters go 

outside and you ride ahead on your scooter while Frances and I follow? Maybe you can look 

around and see what’s growing, what’s still alive after that bad freeze two weeks ago. Maybe we 

three can enjoy the outdoors, then decide what we want to do next. What do you think, Linda?” 

Hesitantly, Linda accepted my “let’s look, then decide” invitation. Frances and I helped her 

into a thermal jacket, knit cap, and gloves. Once Linda was on her electric scooter, not needing 

to think and make decisions, just accelerating, before stopping to visit an old plant-friend and 

make a wellness check, then advancing to her next stop, she became herself again. Absorbed in 

her plants, she escaped the restraints of her body and mind. 

 

Sometime later, we three sisters settled naturally into a division of labor. Frances pruned 

roses. I pulled and bagged weeds. Linda sat sideways on her scooter, leaning over to pick up 

sticks, breaking them into smaller, more compostable sizes before tossing them back onto the 

bed. 

At one point, I looked up from my weeding and realized I was kneeling in front of a 

memorial Linda had placed years ago for her daughter, Gina, who had lived to age 39, dying in 

2000 from complications of Type 1 diabetes.  

“This is a holy place,” I said to myself as I examined Linda’s remembrance for her “Beloved 

Daughter.”  

Lifting my head, I looked around to the larger scene. I knelt in one garden of many gardens, 

in a place of life and death, of seasons that come and go, of renewal and growth, of coming 

blossoms and fruit. Here in this place, Linda has lived and loved for more than 30 years.  

“Being in this sacred place is healing for Linda,” I thought to myself, “at least for a while, 

not for forever, but for now, for one day at a time.”  

I smiled, grateful for us to have another day. 


